Auction
The Official Auctioneer of the IPMS is Lyn Knight Curreny Auctions.
With over 50 years of experience, Lyn Knight has led the industry in
Currency Sales for many years and has assembled several high quality
collections as well as numerous other rarites for this year’s auction.
Lot viewing will be held at the IPMS, as well as by appointment prior to
the show at our office in Lenexa, KS. Auctions will be held Thursday,
Friday and Saturday evenings, with a collection of coins to be offered
in a special auction Sunday afternoon. Knight Live session will be held
the following week with thousands more offerings. Don’t miss out on
this amazing event!

The Saint Louis Collection
The Saint Louis Collection offers a high quality group of US Paper Money highlighting the Eighth
Federal Reserve District. This collection contains many Saint Louis rarities including the 1918 $50
Federal Reserve Bank Note that is a pleasing evenly circulated example. The set of 1914 Red Seals
will be a joy to collectors’ hearts around the globe and the lovely Educational set is highlighted by a
super Fr. 247 Deuce with serial #247, now that is cool! Not to be outdone there is a small red seal
Silver Dollar Back that is serial #B10 and uncirculated. There are hundreds of notes in the type note
department and there should be something for everyone.

An Illinois NBN Type Set
Painstakingly assembled primarily between 1975
and 2005, this assemblage offers an example
of virtually every early type and denomination of
paper money issued by the Federal government
for National Banks chartered within the state of
Illinois from 1863-1935. You will see how the
money changed appearance but will understand
why it is so desirable by the vignettes and
designs beginning with the First Charter period
and through scenes starting with the signing of
the Declaration of Independence and the Baptism
of Pocahontas. The earliest national bank in the
state was chartered in Chicago - the First NB of
Chicago, charter #8.

Part II of the Crazy L. Ranch Collection
The first part of the Crazy L. Ranch Collection was the hit
of the recent PCDA auction and with the jewels I have seen
yet to come error collectors will anxiously be awaiting this
selection of government mistakes. Check out the two 1917
Legal Tenders with an inverted seal & serial numbers or
the unbelievable obstructions and cutting errors. There is
something for everyone in all price ranges.

American Type Set of US Copper and Silver Coins
In 1963 when this type set was conceptualized, private ownership of US Gold Coins did not exist and
there was no reason to go further than Silver Dollars - so Half Cents and Silver Dollars it was. The
journey began with acquiring a 1793 Half Cent in UNC condition from the Don Jensen collection at
the princely sum of $3,000. This coin has been graded MS 61 by NGC and it is a lovely example with
traces of red underlying on the reverse. I believe we had some 85 examples certified of various types,
not the least of which is the 1796 Half Dollar graded VG 10 or the 1796 Quarter graded AU 58, the
1898 Morgan Dollar graded Proof 68 is amazing. They were all part of the plan - to honor our great
nation with an amazing collection of American history. Watch for more information on the Peace Dollar
set currently being graded or any of the additional items still to come. This collection will be offered on
Sunday with lot viewing during Money 2017 or by appointment at our office in Lenexa, KS.

A Middle East Collection
One area that generates great interest is the
Middle East. Lyn Knight Auctions will offer an
important selection as part of the Kansas City
show this June, including the complete first series
of paper money from Kuwait (five denominations
with all but the 1 Dinar as consecutive pairs and
most values as color trials), key types from Saudi
Arabia, and a complete first paper money series
from the United Arab Emirates including the highly
elusive 1000 Dirhams. The Jerash Collection of
Jordan features wonderful type notes along with
specimens, proofs, errors, replacements, and
much more.

Philippines Collection
Over the years, Lyn Knight Auctions has been fortunate to offer several outstanding Philippines
collections, including the landmark Dr. Greg Pineda Collection. This year is no exception; we have
some wonderful pieces with several at or near the top of the PMG Population Report. We will feature
a selection of key types and difficult replacement notes; the market for Philippines replacements has
blossomed despite scarce pieces typically not being found in high grade. Some Philippines vignettes
are quite majestic, such as George Washington portrayed on the 10 Pesos and the active volcano
Mount Mayon depicted on this illustrated 20 Pesos, the best example on the population report. Enjoy
this terrific group!

The Patuxai Collection of Laos
We offer the Patuxai Collection of Laos. Laos is an intriguing country to collect. The first notes, from
the 1940s, are quite crude with the lower two denominations, the 10 At and 20 At, much scarcer than
the next value, the 50 At (although the 50 At has many elusive varieties, some of which are included in
this collection). The following series is an American production and a much higher quality of print; this
is followed by British and then indigenous issues.
The Patuxai Collection contains the extremely
difficult 50 Kip on 500 Kip overprint, as well as the
Pathet Lao 200 Kip counterfeit with Ho Chi Minh at
right on back substituted for the temple vignette.
The Patuxai Collections contains tough signature
varieties, specimens, color trials, and key types.

The Dennis Hengeveld Collection of Katanga
We are pleased to offer the Dennis Hengeveld Collection of
Katanga paper money as part of the Kansas City IPMS. One
historic piece of fascination is a 10 Francs autographed by
Moise Tshombe, whose portrait appears on that entire series.
Tshombe led the breakout of Katanga against the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, which had just gained independence
from the Belgian Congo. Katangan independence lasted from
1960-63. The Hengeveld Collection includes key types graded
by PMG, with some ranking at or near the top of that population
report, as well as notes we have not offered for many years.
The note depicted portrays Tshombe and bears the date that
Katanga ceased to exist; it is far better than the only other
example on the population report.

The Tello Collection
We are pleased to offer a terrific research collection from
Guatemala, the Tello Collection. This collection includes
many varieties unreported in the Standard Catalog and
will significantly expand the listings in that resource. The
collection also contains underrated types, some low
serial numbers, and widely unknown better signature
combinations. There will be pieces of interest for the
beginner as well as the advanced hobbyist.

Other Important Rarities
Our goal has always been to offer a strong
selection of bank notes from all over the world.
While some pieces fit into collections, others
do not. We are pleased to offer the entire
animal series from Indonesia. Latin America is
well represented for the June auction. Queen
Elizabeth II is, by far, the most widely collected
topical for world paper money enthusiasts and
we have no shortage of Queen Elizabeth II type
notes.

It has always been LKCA’s goal to offer a wide
variety of high quality material, spanning as
many areas of collecting as possible. We strive
to maintain offerings of a high level of interest to
collectors in order to include participants from the
furthest reaches of the globe.
We need your collections to make this happen!
The consignment deadline for 2017 is April 20. We
already have a beautiful group of fresh, exciting
material in many fields, so please don’t hesitate to
add your items to this sale.

The auctions begin on Thursday evening with
World Banknotes and continue Friday and
Saturday with US paper Money. This year, we will
have a specialized sale of an American Coin Type
Set on Sunday afternoon.

We understand that everyone has their special
circumstances and our desire is to solve them
for you. If now is the time for you to sell your
paper money, let Lyn Knight maximize your
investment. From America to Zanzibar, we know
how to produce the results you deserve.

Contact us today to consign your items:

World Banknotes:

Joel Shafer
414-350-6980
joel@lynknight.com

US Currency:

Lyn Knight
913-338-3779
lyn@lynknight.com

LKCA - PO Box 7364 - Overland Park, KS 66207
support@lynknight.com - www.lynknight.com
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u Knight Live Online Bidding
u World Record Prices
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